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This paper h«« bean prepared to serva as * basi« for 

disouasion.    It attempts to identify SOM of the «tin IMVMI 

oonoerning industrial consultancy in developing oountries. 

Rather than proposing definitive aolutiona direotly, it, aim 

at stimulating the formulation of practical «eacure8 to be 

taken by Govarwaents, consulting institutions, and UNIDO, 
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1.      INDUSTRIAL COIfSULTAWCY HAS GREAT POTPTTIAL POR MATIOMAL PEVUIOUBB 

the activities and profession« related to development, industrial 
ooasultanoy plays a orucial role.   The basic function of consultancy is to 

proride skills or capacity not otherwise available to a client.   There is 

no question that great need for such a servio« exists in leve loping countries. 

lut the siaple view of oonsultanoy in developing countries as a suppleaeat 

to existing skills should be replaced by a broader, more dynamic oonoept 

of its possibilities and role.   Th« broader oonoept also includes the de- 

velopaent of skills, both within th« oonsultanoy tsaa itself, and out • i de it. 

Tau« oonsultanoy can strongly complement th« overall prooess of skills 

development, particularly in ar«as where existing formal training approaohee 
are Inadequate or take too long. 

Another area where consultancy has an iaportant rol« in developing 

count ri«« is in producing local «oint ion« for problem« and developing local 

problea-eolving capacity.   This lap liei the oreation of local self-relianoe 

for transferring, adapting and developing teohnology, i.a. 

As iadioated above, oonsultanoy in developing countries has a wider 

field of action than in the industrialised oountrie«.   Further, th« oonditloaa 
under which consultancy operate« in developing oountrie« - cultural and 

teohnioal, to nan* only two - are bacioally different fro« thoM in th« 
industrialised oountrie«. 

Sino« the area of activity and the operating oondition« are different 

froa those in the industrialised oountrie«, aethodology, approaohee and 

procedures oannot always be transferred without extensive Modification. 

Hone« there 1« a need for "appropriate ooneultanoy'* and for local reeearoh 
and experience in «stani ishing such oonoept s. 

Considerable benefit could be derived fron the exp«ri«no« son« 

developing oountrie« have gained in building national consultancy servioeo 

whioh are truly adapted to local oondition«.   Detailed examination would 

provide valuable data on action« whioh could be ooneidered in other oountrie«. 

Increased «aphasie Mede to be given to transferring and adapting the 
"technology" of oonsultanoy. 



1.1    The Hole of Industrial   Consultancy:    Potential versue Realisation 

The  role of industrial  consultancy in skill» development,,  an well 

as in produeinp direct, near  term economic benefit, deserves heavy stress. 

Kor example  it may be stated  confidently that members of the consultancy - 

assuming it   is competently   led - develop ski! It; and self-confidence at an 

accelerated rate through constant diagnostic and problem-sol vi np exposure. 

Their personal  effectiveness!  dove lops rapidly.    One  testimony to the 

validity of thin observation  in the  high rate at which ntaff of consultancy 

serviced are offered attractive positions in induntry. 

'<'hun,  the practice of connuttancy ir. also a kind of intensive 

on-the- job trnininp.     formal   training in technical  and managerial  subjects 

in undoubtedly a pood preparation.     But there can be no substitute for 

direct  probi em-no Ivinp experience  in building the  self-confidence which io 

indi«pensable  to an executive or to any profermi onal. 

Nearly   identica!   rear.oninp applies  to  the  plant-level   procens by which 

client  executive» are aided   in fit. renchéri! np their own on-the-job performance 

throuprh  the conduct of the  consultancy asritfnmcnta.    '^hus,  the  services of 

consultants ununlly  include a training component automatically.    This 

component should be made intentionally ntr >nper when the  consultancy is 

carried  out   in developing countries. 

Ben ides   the reason:;  for  the existence  of national  consultancy cited 

above,  wo may alno note the  hiph cost and foreign currency drains associated 

with  the  um.  of overseas consultancy  servicer.. 

Kurth» r,   the  recommandai ion» emanai, inp from foreign consultants   inmost 

instance:*, are  baned on  Hie ir onn  I < ehnoIopJrH and equipment, disrepardinp 

local   riolut.ionr. or pomsibi I itien of supply,  thus enlarging the  hard currency 

drain  through   further  importi?,  and   limited   local   contributions. 

While anal.V7.inp  the  potential   benefits of local  consultancy serviocs, 

we should alno  indicate that  realization is far from reaching desired levels 

inmost  countries.    Some  international  firms have entablished numerous 

affiliates.    Hont are ordinal ly based on accountancy practices,  but arc now 



expanding their scopes broadly  in accordance with atrong market demands. 

Their standards am; approaches are oí' course influenced by thsir origins, 

although the  formal structure of affiliates often gives at  least an 

appearance of independent status to meet  local laws and préférences.    The 

small  local f irmB,  in many ca~ec, arc inadequately equipped to provide a 

desirable range of servicer- or to *»B',ablish strong crediti 1 ity.    in eon« 

oases national service« and/or independent private firma have built up 

admirable strength and/Credibility, but many athers are relativel/ new 
and are yet unproven.- 

1«2    Issues:    Developing Local Approaches and Inter-Country   Co-operation 

AB suggested above, tailoring consultancy, structures and methods 

to local conditions is the main key to obtaining available benefits. 

Consequently, this is the ba3ic topic for consideration, and since local 

resources and needs are unlikely to be closely matched,  it  is attractive 

to consider the possibility of supplements from outside.     Altogether, these 

mattem demand a high degree  of creativity and great sensitivity to local 

socio-cultural characteristics. 

Since these questions are co complex, this paper breaks the subject 

into six "issues" to facilitate discussion: 

- Scope  of Industrial Consultancy 

- Policy Considerations 

- Institutional  Framework 

- Internal Management 

- National Programmes 

- International Co-operation 

These six issues are considered separately in the following section. 

2.      mKE SCOPE OP TJTOIBTRTAI. CONSULTANCY 

Tt  is clear that industrial problems are often intafunctional, or multi- 

disciplinary.    Thus,  in order to achieve tho desired impact, consultancy 

services must   include managerial, economic and technical elements aa needed. 

\J   One possible approach to creating *n operational consultancy servio« is 
desoribed in UNTDC/TOD. 1Í4, Development of National Industrial Consultancy 
Servio*!.!        i   Phscai)   D*w\ ——1>—«•> Servicebt    A Phased Programme. 
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A distinction  in sometimes made between general consultancy (concerned 

with auoh issues as management,  organisation, efficiency, etc.) and specia- 

lised or engineering consultancy.    The distinction ìB valid in that 

dfcff* ronces do exiBi,  in the way of organization, operation,  inputs, otc, 

between the two type« mentioned.    But,  such differences  in developing countries 

»ay be smaller than in the industrialized ones.    On one hand the use of 

very sophisticated technology in deve]oping countries  is more   limited in 

demand;    and on the other hand, concern with overall effectiveness at the 

enterprise  level   is more frequent. 

It  is  presumed that  nonsuiting services will be rendered upon request, 

mainly to enterprise^ Government agencies and public institutions concerned 

with industrial development.    Kor these  clients, two principal groupa of 

consulting requirement?; have been identified:     (1) pre-invest ment activities 

and  (?) operation.il assistance.     Pre-investment  activities involve the entire 

process of identifying,  defining, evaluating,  promoting and organizing an 

industrial  project  up to the point where  financing is assured  and the decision 

in made to go ahead with  implementation.    Operational assistance covers design 

acquisition,  installation, and ntart-up of the plant;     ensuring that  operation 

of the enterprise meets commercial and  technical  objectives;     and (possibly 

later) expansion ani diversification.     Tt  also coverD supporting activities 

related to transfer and development of  technology, standards  institutes, etc 

An illustrative although not comprehensive list of consultancy services 

which may be conividercd  is au follows: 

Pre-invoBtment 

Either directly, or in association with other local and/or foreign 

organ i zat ione., pre pare : 

- 'Pechno-cconomic studies (project, branch or sector level) 

- Pre-feasibility and feasibility studies 

- Market,   locational and other specialized studies 

- Pro/ject  profiles 

- Technological, economic, commercial and financial 

evaluation of projects 

- f'erms of reference, invitations for tenders 

- «valuation of bidn, or of contractors» work 
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Project Implementation 

For implement at ion of industrial investment projects, assist im 

- Choice of technology and equipment select.ion 

- Equipment specifications, tendering, bid «valuation, 

and contracting 

- Negotiation of agreements (financial, commercial, 

management, technology, know-how 

- Scheduling, monitoring, and control of project implementation 

- Plant deaigr. and layout 

- Detailed engineering — 

- Installation,  start-up and acceptance 

- Design and implementation of management, production and 

marketing systems 

- Construction supervision -> 

Operation and Control of Existing Activities 

Por operating enterprises and for supporting institutions, undertake! 

- Technical and management troubleshooting 

- Upgrading of plant and corporate level management 

- Increase in operating efficiency 

- Quality control and maintenance systems 

- Production planning and control 

- Cost control,  cost reduction 

- Production flow and materials handling 

- Capacity utilization improvement 

- Product design and product development 

- Sales systems, product  line planning, pricing 

- Raw material supply,  including "backwards integration" 

- Inventory control 

- Expansion programmes, diversification 

- Set-up management information and control systems 

(for production and budgeting, efficiency, other 

performance indicators 

- Development of production for Export 
- Subcontracting programmes 

j/   This complex ta3k will require skills not  likely to be available at the 
earliest stages. 

•fa 



Project Management Systems 

- For non-manufacturin/r institutions related to industrial i »at i on 

(such a3 R ani 0 and standards  institutions J assit in streamlining 

internal programming and monitoring systems to help increase 

desired output  and eventual  application of    results.—' 

- Por Government departments assist in establishing systems 

related to exercise of their statutory functions (e.g. management 

and technology transfer, control of foreign exchange, price regulation) 

- Establishment of project identification and implementation machinery 

Consultancy Network 

- Assist in creating or strengthening other indigenous industrial 

consultancy entities, with a view, inter alia, to the eventual 

development of a national network of co-operating units.    Links 

with corresponding units in other countries, both developing and 

industrialized, may al30 be considered. 

Special Skills 

Over a period of time, develop special expertise in priority areas 

to be determined,    '^heae might  include: 

- Industrial sectors such as metal mechanicr- and agricultural 

inputs 

- Selected disciplines such as R and I) management, financial 

management, engineering design and construction liaison 

3.      NATIONAL POLTCY AWT; INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY 

Although each Government has different needs and priorities, national 

industrial development policy objectivco are likely to include many, if 

not ail« of the following concepts: 

- More jobs and better incone distribution 

- More local "value added" 

- Increased production for export 

y   Please see Managing Technical Institutions for Industrialist ion 
IINIDO/IOD.116, 1977 
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« Lese foreign exchange outflow 

- Acquisition of technology, management, finance and 

know-how on improved terms 

- Effective utilization of existing industrial capaoity 

- Lean dependence on outside skills 

- Leapfrogging development of local management 

and technical personnel 

- Stimulation of local entrepreneurship 

- Integration of the national economyi 

both within the industrial  lector and through 

linkages with agriculture, and infrastructure 

- Geographical dispersion of industry 

• Enhancement and application of local it and results 

- Less environmental damage (or even positive enhancement, 

especially in social and technological aspeots) 

The objectives are usually clear, but their attainment is a oomplex 

process.      While in the industrialized free market eoonomy oountries the 

Governments traditionally played a passive role, the efforts of Government« 

in developing countries to accelerated development are much more motive. 

This activo role requires a stronger concentrât ion of teohnioal and teohno- 

logioal skills in the Government concerned or at its eervioe.   But for historial 

reasons, public administration in developing oountries is usually oriented toward* 

financial and economic matters.    The "technical arm" needed to carry out 

industrialisation programmes is often weak. 

Gincc the need for ouch »kills is multiplying aa industrial development 

progresses and as technological   levels inore ase, the use of consultancy 

services - both domestic and foreign - has grown rapidly.    And Governments 

have a tremendous stake in ensuring that the national interest, aa embodie 

in tho list of policy objectives given above, is fully rsflectsd in the 

procedures and professional judgements applied by their consultants. 

Clearly local, eapecially national, consultancy services are best able 

to take account of local aspirations, conditions and possibilities.    But it may be 

noted that even in fairly advanced countries, there ia little understanding 

of how policy objectives can be advanood through thla approach. 



Depending upon, the institutional arrangement s, a consultancy 

service is  likely to be able to exert considerable leverage towards 

attainment   of national industrial development policy objectives.    Since 

the service by its nature   influences a number of industries, its 

operating policies and practices potentially have a larpe multiplier 

effect.   The effect arises both from the selection of clients and projeota, 

and from the way in which assignments are carried out.    If for example 

the design of industrial  investment projects were consistently guided 

by a policy of "local involvement" - with all that that entails - the 

pattern of industrialization would be substantially different from that 

which would result from a policy based on pure financial considerations.^ 

A policy emphasizing development of production for export could have 

similarly fax-reaching effects.    And these are only two examples.    Others 

could involrve enhancement  and application of local H and D results, 

geographical dispersion of industry, encouragement of local entrepreneur- 
ship, etc. 

4.      THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Governments have an• opportunity to influence the legal and organi- 

zational form in which national consultancy services develop.    As a 

quick review a number of common forms are summarized below: 

- Independent fins, commercial or state-owned 

- Subsidiary or affiliate: of an international 

consultancy firm 

- A specialized division or subsidiary of a finance 

institution or of a manufacturing firm (public of private) 

- A service provided directly by an industrial operations 

department of a ministry of industry 

- One function of an industrial promotion centre, 

usually attached to a Government Ministry 

- A division of a training or applied research institution 

- A function of a specialized industry support centre 

(e.g. a standards institute or a metal industries 

development centre) 

\J   Please see "Sources and Application of Economic Leverage for the 
Development and Implementation of Industrial Investment Proieeta". 
UNIDO/IOD.176, 1978 * 



- A service of the engineering or business faculty of 

a university« sometimes incorporated as a semi-autonomous 

body, and sometimes associated with contraot 3 and Ü. 

- A service of an industry related association, such as 

an association of manufacturers or a chamber of commerce 

and industry. 

- A service of an export promotion board or similar body 

- A service or division of a holding company for its 

affiliated enterprises. 

Numerically, the first category is undoubtedly the largest on a 

global basic;    but the greatest proportion of the independent firms are 

small and relatively unproven.    Furthermore, as mentioned in section 1.1, 

a great many of the services nominally offered under the other headings 

are still in their infancy, as measured by the quantity and quality of 

their output. 

Tn industrialized countries the consultancy firms draw on expertise 

from the overall professional  community, as the community  is sufficiently 

wide and provides good choice.     Tn developing countries thin is not always 

or fully possible, and an alternative solution should be considered.    Such 

a solution could consist  in pooling at the country  level the efforts not 

only of individualo but also of particular inatitutions such as universitiei 

and research cen'rec.     Such a solution not only provides for institutional 

strengtht-ninp of consultancy,  but aleo the npht training at an early 

professional  sta^;.    iiuch an approach can alr.o provide good results within 

a scheme of international  co-operation, particularly if a policy of 

»^penalization ir> established,  either by areae of activity or by necessary 

funetiona such as training, research, etc. 

Creating a "critical maße" of ski lis-'   in ord«*r to offer a credible 

and profesnionally competent  consultancy service is likely to be a severe 

problem in many countries.    Besides the institutional approach described 

earlier,  in many cases it may be useful to establish a panel of asrociated 

consultants whose primary institutional affiliations are elsewhere. 

1/   Please refer for example, to "Activating the Potential of Universitie« 
for Industrial Development", UNTDO/10D.I50, 1978. 
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Examples of «killed people who mi3ht be worthwhile members of auch 

a panel are university professors and staff members of management 

institutes and research and development centres. 

In addition to the possible neoesnity for Buch an approach above 

mentioned to extend the number and range of consultants available to 

the service, there is a furtVi , very importât advantage. We may 

refer to the effect as "dynamic interaction". Through the pooling 

arrangement, Btaff of vanoua intitutione are brought into direct 

contact with officers of induct rial enterprise»» and with each other, 

in a relatively informal problem-solving environment. This stimulate« 

the interchange of practical information, increasing opportunities 

for solutions to be discovered. Motivation and productivity of all 

involved are likely to be enhanced and the effects may endure beyond 

the conclusion of a specific asBignment. 

It io to be noted that local consultants, needing technological 

or operational support many times revert to big international firms, 

instead of mobilitine resources locally. Tn spite of the need to 

develop national consultancy capacity, local consultancy normally 

operates in an adverne ambiance, as a lack of confidence exists, even 

at central level. Yet clearly, a basic condition for successful 

development of local consultancy is a minimum of confidence, and her« 

the flovernment can play an important role, establishing such confi de not. 

Tt is useful to highlight the effortu of many Governments of 

developing countries in promoting tho creation and establishment of 

local consultancy services, often as a semi-autonomous governmental 

institution. However, in many capes the results have not been fully 

satisfactory. One principal problem: being a Government (or semi- 

no verraient ) nervine the younr consultants are subject to Government 

salaries, which are lower than thost; prevailing in the consultancy 

profession. Once I hey acquire the necescary experience, they are offered 

much better salaries by international consultancy firms and most of the 

developing countries' effort is wasted. Thua it becomes important that 

Government sponsored consultancy services have a sufficient degree of 

independence to permit attractive salaries and positions. 
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Busida« Governami efforts to ornate or to strengthen local 

consultancy, *"d the efforts of the eonauHanny l tuo If, another 

interesting approach could be applied in developing countrien.    Such 

an «pproaoh consista in a group of manufacturing enterpriseo cresting 

its own consultancy rwrvice.    Thin Mould have various advantages both 

for the enterpr inerì of the pool and for the eonnultancy servie«   ttnelf. 

The entcrpriricB could uhi ft a nusiber of problème or activitien which 

unduly absorb their effort» to the  connultancy uervioe.    *"he consultancy 

nervioo, beoautte of the widor operational banc, could cope with moru 

complicated problemi!, undertakinr alno nuch tasks as trnininr of the 

staff of the entrrprioen, BIR.    Obviously thin solution 1B only possible 

where no conflicting eomm< reial   In»ereiihi«, oitiiti. or where a joint effort 
outmatohe« such a dinadvantage.    The oonsuitanoy service established under 

suoh conditions could cover various* field or be specialised in sos» parti- 

oular area.    A clannical example of the  latter would be a joint consultancy 
service  for export  intfunfricM. 

another form for iitren/'tbeninr the operational effect i venosii an<l 

potential of conmiltant» in throtigh the creation of co-oporatives in 

consultancy.    The co-ope rat. i vu i; can bo ei-tablished in various ways. 

The simplest io through a direct association of various consultants. 

Another is through the establishment of a joint marketing and salen 

organisation or unit.    The  latter could function alternatively an a 

.lOintly owned servier bureau, whone eipenneu would be apportioned on 

uome equitable barin. 

,\ 

f 
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5.      INTERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CONSULTANCY 3ERVICKS 

Besides the need for a national concept of consultancy, there is 

also, the nerd for suitable methodologies and strategies of operation and 

of organization at the service level.    Pattemg of consultancy operations 

developed in industrialized countries; (just as with technologies) are not 

al way8 readily transferable or adaptable.  For example, the organisational 

scheme of a consultancy service in a developing country has to be 

different as it can not <h-aw on practically unlimited skill available 

outside.    This could imply a need for specialization, or the seeking of 

additional  sources of skills. 

Similarly a market study conducted according to methods and strategies 

of an industrialized country might be of little u;je to a manufacturer in a 

developing country.    Por instance, the product parameters identified might 

be beyond the production possibility.    A local  consultancy service should 

be in a position to avoid such an outcome from the outset.    Techniques such 

as budget ine or accounting should also be adapted to the local potentials 

and not based on idealistic assumptions.    Much the same applies to questions 

such as organization of the enternrise, production, etc. 

To identify sound arproiohe:;, ¡-.trate^y an! methodology in this context, 

much research and development w>rk in nr-edrd.    This recuires a aerious 

effort by the consultine;/   -*»rv; ^e v;M<-h ir, nit  li ree*1y or immediately 

productive.     Such effort can hardly b*w undertaken at an individual fir« 

level as it  absorbs in most cases too many resources.    On the other hand 

some experience is available outside, or investigation of 3uch issues could 

also be undertaken outside.    The following case illustrates the point. 

In one African country a" consultancy team is developing industrial 

accountancy systems and staff in state-operated industries.    An 

ingenious scheme has put a number of teams of relatively young 

local consultants to work in separate plants simultaneously, with 

frequent brief supervisory visits by senior advisors.    The client 

companies' personnel are trained in a "modular ski lis" approach 

which aakes them productive for standardized tasks in the minimum 
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ti««.    In another country the work is dono one-enterpriae-at- 

a-time.    Although the first method seems more efficient at a 

di at ance, it ìB difficult to ascertain "ex ante" whether it is 

tran»férable to the second country, or whether it will work for 

production control, say, as well as for accountancy. 

A« suggested by the above, a number of practical questioni arises 

in the course of consultancy operations » 

How to obtain maximum leverage from the use of the most effeotive 

standards. 

Standards to be applied in executing consultancy projects» especially 

the degree of perfection or level of detail to be sought ("gold 

plated" vs. a low-co:rt approach). 

A commercial approach designed to secure maximum revenue from a 

client vs. the alternative of seeking maximum impact from the 

allocation of scarce 3kills. 

The degree to which the consultancy service assists with implementation 

of its recommendations. 

The survey approach to diagnosis versus a pinpoint or rifle shot 

approach. 

The "rate of chance" which can be embodied in recommendations 

without  exceeding realisti cal ly attainable norms. 

Thr means of allocating connultancy resources and conducting 

aosicnmenta in accordance with national policy objectives. 

h)     Methods of controlling cost, schedule an J quality of work. 

i;     Means of developing professional competence in the consultancy staff. 

It  ir, certain that valuable know-how on each of these point3 exists 

among the various consultancy services.    The beat solutions mif^it be 

adapted to the needs of other countries if 3uch experiences were more 

readily available for "transfer". 

4 
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6.      NATIONAL PROGRAMMES TOR THF DFVELOBIHIT OP INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY 

Mont Governments are already concerned with promoting, guiding, or 

directly p*rticlpatinp in the development of industrial consultancy 

capability an an important n'jMo-al  re murr, f.    The  fo1 lowing few oases 

illustrate thr diversity of ne isurro beinf unirrtakrm. 

- An African country has established a sprrialiaed parastatal 

company to provi <ir a broad rane«» of oonsultanoy servi ces aa a 

"main ¡stream" element of its industrial i z-it ion programme. 

- In an Asian country which has experienced rapid export-orient ed 

industrialization for ¿x\ years, the Government  la determined to 

re-examine ito  past  reliance on outuidr partners for managerial 

and trohnolofical   decision-making.    The present  plan, aa a fi rot 

ßtep,  is to hold an international  symposium to  identify "promising" 

elements from the approaches practised by several  major indu at ri milted 

countries, and a number of thr more advanced developing countries. 

Pventually a truly national anproach will be evolved.    The result 

will be put into  practice through training: and consultancy. 

- The national  development corporation in a Latin American country 

ia consider!np how beet to organize consultancy services to its 

affiliated  enterprise, many of which are having difficulties in 

meeting loan  repayment iioberiulea. 

- With active (ïovernment nurport, a Middle Kantern university is 

aettinr up a consultancy servine which will specialise in improving 

the termo under which technolopy and management transfers take place. 

,Aa outlined  earlier, there ia a need to develop a national concept 

in consultancy and a programme tn put the concept  into effect.    The 

concept should be baued on two  factors»    l) a judgement as to the beat 

role oonuultuncy can potentially play in the development of the country} 

»nil ¿) on analysis of the present capabilities and contribution of the 

local oonnultancy service, compared with an assessment of the needs. 
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The programme, ideally, is desi&ied to bring the actual oonsultanoy 

contribution into line with its potential. 

In developing the nation* concept, both direct and secondary 

effeots of an extended national consultancy may be taken into aooount. 

While assessing the possible mir of oonsultanoy, such aspects M 

limited industrial tradition, ehorta/re of capital, etc, should be 
taken into account.    Also, factors such as a preference for joint 

ventures, or a disposition toward» co-operatives should be considered, 

sinoe these determine crrtain utructures for the organisation of production. 

Wie natural resource endowment    (fibres, minerals,  energy, etc) is 

another factor contributing towards a clearer definition of areas of 

priority of development of consultancy.   Filially, a key faotor for 

defining areas for priority development of consultancy is the possibility 

of developing a oomparativr« advantage of production in a certain field* 

Comparative advantage, in this respect, is not only to be considered 

in terms of cost advantage in the inputs, but also in such intangibles 

as design, marketing ability, ote, that is to say the competitiveness 

of the end-product. 

The ocnc«»pt, one» defined, provider? guidance towards selecting 

measures to achieve the objectives.    The priorities of the country, 

defined in most instances at crntral levi, will determine fields of 

major denund for consultancy oervir.es.    The potential demand of 

consultancy defineo the rrquii-od inputs of the uervi ;P itjelf, thus 

also establishing the mode of organization and of operation.    This in 

turn permits the introduction of measures to strengthen and mobilise 

the servi oes.    Thus the (Jovernment oan promote research, co-operation 

and overall strengthening of consultancy capability in areas of interest 

to the country.    Some examples of specific measures which oan be taken 

by Governments (or in many oaoes by national institutions such as 

development corporation», R and I» institutes, universities and consultancy 

firms themselves,i.a.) are tbo following! 

- The Government can increasingly rely on local consultancy services, 

providing if necessary additional or complementary inputs.    This 

would help to eliminate any lack of confidence in local consultants 

while directly building up their capabilities and self-oonfldenoe. 

!     : 

k~ 
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- When a project cannot be carried out entirely by local 3kills, 

an acceptable involvement of local expertise may nevertheless 

be brought about, through asking international  firms to propose 

joint ventures with local  firms or by arrangine for local 

personnel to participate as  temporary staff members of the 

overseas consulting firm.    This approach should have desirable 

training and technology transfer effects. 

- A further policy of the state in developing consultancy can be in 

•upperting or otherwise facilitating local market development 

and bidding activities.    This, particularly for complex projects, 

is an expensive itpmj and many local consultants lack adequate 

resources.    A further contribution could consist in programmes of 
trainine. 

• International co-operation, particularly amone developing countries, 

can help accelerate the development of country-level consultancy. 

Hence, although it might 3ound contradictory, another policy of 

Government should precisely be the promotion of international 

oo-operation, as outlined in the next section of this paper. 

• The principle of complementary specialization may help to strengthen 

the overall range of services available from several institutions 

in a country (or including additional countries in a co-operating 
network). 

In caser, where existing structures are judged to require supplementing, 

a new service can be established.   Considerable experience can be 

•ade available to countries wishing to explore options in this area. 

Similarly, national networks of consultancy    orvices can be set up 

or strengthened, to aid in pooling consultancy expertise and "cross- 

fertili ai ng" existing skills. 
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The above few pointa ouf/test ways to ungrade and strength«» the 

national consultancy arivi ces to increase their contribution to 

development.    Considerine   the multiplier effect of consultancy, the 

effort is considered wrthwhile.    The rentrai  issue is how such an 

effort  can become moat effective.    A3 a guideline it  ia sutfeested that 

the national programme be desipaod to make maximum uae of existing 

consultancy capabilities and structures. 

7.      STRENGTHENING SELF-RELIANCE THROUGH INTltt-COWTRY CO-OPERATION 

"M    The Case for Co-operation in Consultancy 

The benefits of co-operation amone developing countries in the 

field of consultancy can be readily seen.    They are primarily    two! 

1) The reduction of cost through joint actions, such as joint research 

or training programmes, and 2) the increase 0f experience on hand throu^i 

exchanging or pooling expertise, which alloiw an increase of area and 

possibilities of action. ¿1     Thus, co-operation nennits the mobilization 

of resources for project development (marketing) and implementation. 

And while co-onrration with organizations in industrialized countries is 

often useful, it is increasingly advantageous to emphasize co-operation 
among developing countries themcelves. 

The basic patterns of consultancy,  even in industrialized countries, 

have a built-in component of co-operation.    Ceneraily speaking a 

consultancy orcwization ir, constituted by a central nucleus either of 

a staff (usually rencralista) or of skills, or of knowledge of a technology 

or proceas.    Each of these central  elements however ia not operative on its 

own and needs a complement  from outside.    This aspect  (i.e. how much they 

rely on outside) i* normally a well guarded secret of the consultancy fir«. 

¿1     In many developing countries the existing consultancy organizations 

consist of only a few associates.    Those consultants, in most oases 

first class socialists returning from assignments with big consultancy 

organizations from industrialised countri es, can nonetheless because 

of the limited resources, cover only a limited part of the demand, 

dealing usually with very renerai oroblems.    They are not usually in 

a position to conceive o ri final, comprehensive solutions. 
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The baa le nuoleua IB ueually complemented by two other factors.   One 

of them la a good knowledge of eouroee and market of aldilà (reatara 

of experts) who are hired on a project-by-project basia.   The othar 

factoi» is a wall worked out philosophy, methodology and technology of 

acting, which facilitates greatly the projeot operation and implementation. 

The question of why consultancy haa to rely on outside is simple to 

answer! it would be too costly and oomplex to have at any moment all the 
•kills, technology and processes on hand (or on the payroll). 

Co-operation in consultancy can be considered in two dimensions. 

Horizontal oo-operation implas enterprises of similar background, 

specialization and objectives, thus, enhancing aotions and enlarging 

experiences in the same area, such a3 plant design.    Vertical oo-operation 

implies enterprises specialising in different but complementary fielda, 

auch as design of plant and erection of plant.    While in the industrialised 

countries oo-operation in the first case consists mainly of defense of 

professional interests, in the second it consists mainly of straight 

forward joint ventures.    In developing count ri ee both cases are of a 

substantial importance, as in the first case it inoreases the potential 
of action and in the second the field whioh can be embraced. 

Th* oo-operation as ;,uoh, globally speaking, can also be considered 

in three areast the making of consultancy, the Belling of consultancy and 

the provision of consultmcy.    THf?er«nt approuclin, inputs and agreements 

and schemes are neceacary Tor oo-operation in each of tho3e areas, but a 

successful oo-operation in one of them opens the doors to the oo-operation 
in the others. 

It in al3o to be said that although co-operation in each area la 

clearly beneficial, the will to co-operate may not exist in all fields, mainly 

because of commercial interests.    This problem however does not seen vary 

aevere between developing count ri ee where through oo-operation new fielda 
of activity can be embraced. 
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One basis for co-or oratio a is the political t.lll of the countries 

and institutions to co -op e rate.-.    A second important asneot io the 

existence or the creation of a framework of co-operation and schemes of 

implementation.    Further, thr basis of any joint action is the availability 

of information and effective communications.    Here regional associations 

of consultancy can play a vital role. 

In spite of what has been said about the nerd of a truly national 

approach and concept of consultancy, and of the particular need of 

dcveloninft count ri en, co-op orati on t/ith consultancies from industrialized 

countries should not be excluded.    It i:j recopni-sed that through great 

specialization, particularly in the industrial field,  levels of technology 

and chills have been achieved in specialized are.'-.a, which would be too 

costly to develop worldwide.    The point ic, however, to make sure that 

co-operation with a partner from an industrial i ned country in   truly 

beneficial to the partner in the developing country.    In particular it 

3houl.i contribute towards the strengthening and not weakening of 

consultancy infrastructure in the developing country.    It  should also 

enhance the local »pacity    for developing technology.  (If necesaary, the 

position of consultants in developing countries r.hould be protected in 

this respect by appropriate national  legislation). 

7«2   Development of Co-operation in Consultancy 

The comments in previous chapters give a schematic view on the 

areas,  problems, ways and noedn of co-operation.    The complexity and 

variety of issue3 and approaches should not be an obstaole in pursuing 

stronger co-operation among developing countries with obvious advantages 

for the r>artie3 concerned. 

As pointed out, co-operation 3hould start at national level.    Suoh 

co-operation would conaist as far as development of consultancy is 

concerned in establishing links between the consultancy itself and 

institutions concerned (nuoh as institutes of R and 1), universities, 

associations) and mobilizing inputs.    The results of suoh co-operation 

would be joint trainine ami research programmes, and the pooling of 

operational and specialized capacity to arrive at joint ventures or other 

operational arrangements. 
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International co-operation should be oromoted by Government«, 

professional associations, institutions, regional grouping, „to. 

Each of the parties concerned oould    promote and establish cooperation 

in one or another area of Un apooialisation.    For stance an active 

Government co-operation can be conceived at the educational, training 

and research level.    (Particularly on regnal or sub-regional basis).. 

Profesional associations could contribute flatly in proline and 

«changing of skills, precesse«, etc.    Though such actions they could 

contribute towards a stronger marketing impact of the consultancy service. 

of -levelopinp countries.    Uhivernitiea can contribute through Joint 

development of bacio or specialized curricula« and through joint research 

programmes.    A creation of permanent linka in the areas of particular 

interest a»onr the institution involved would certainly enhance positive 
resulto. 

The concept of co-operation imrli«a not only the pooling of resources 

or undertaking a joint effort.    It, alao implies at leaat to a certain 

•I'CT" a /mcmphical or substantive specialization.    Such specialization 

in justifie« by „carnity of reuource8, but aleo by different patterns of 

requirement«,  demand :„.! «eeda of di lurent count ri na.    This io of 

particule importance in the cane of international co-operation. 

'V ni H er international   co-oreration requires , „umber of actione. 

In the Tirnt inotance it require:, motivation at three levels, inter- 

national,  national  and/or company enterprise i„Vrl.    Thif3 ln ^ 

inotannra,  where exultancy oervloe«  -lPn providpd by a ^^„^^ 

orP«i*ution, can be reduced to two  level,,  i.e. the international and 

the national  level.    A 3peCial case of posnible co-operation exists 

within regional  rmupinfls,  such aa the Andean Pact, A3EAN, and FOOWAS 

Another requirement for better co-operation is the availability 

of information neceanary to mobilize ^ mana/re auch co-operation. 

Althouf* there arr r.^onal „oociationn of oonoultanny,  which oould 

Play a vital role ln this field, their aims are not always homogeneous, 

.and resources not  efficient  for a world-wide undertaking of this kind. 

It in to be noted thai  referring to information, the „eM la Mt for 

on-time information, but for a continous flow, and not only on pre.ent 

situations;, but also on future needs,  projections, etc. 
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No doubt  pfrnan'rvt machinery is needed to handle the two issues 

mentioned DO  fur (moi-ivitior ani infornution).    ouch machinery would 

require certain characteristics such as of brine able to  reach the 

consultants,  profesional orvranizations, Governments and Institutions 

concerned.    Th* machinery shouici further have a cood under3tandinc of 

the i63Uea, as r^*jult3 will only be achieved if they are handled at 

technical  level and with technical competence. 

As to the realization of on operational aoheme, a number of guettions 

should be clarified, the basis beine: what aie the areas of priority 

and which are the boat v.iys of doinf it.    A:j to ureas, broadly speakinc 

it would seem that the basic insure are centred on how consultancy 

should be operationally organized and on the mechanism for supplementing 

or upcradinf skilln. 

7*3    Role of UNIX in the Development of Industrial Consultancy Servi cea 

As described be for», numerous actions to achieve accelerated develop- 

ment of industrial  consultancy in devcloning countries are possible. 

Appropriate ,TVU1S, actions, ways and means depend on policy decisions, 

local conditions, etc. 

The effort of the countries may be complemented efficiently and 

with a multiplier effect by outBide assistance or co-operation, or both. 

It is to be mentioned here that the issue is not simply one of adding 

financial means, but rather providing specialized inputs,  »»ither to 

directly support the effort or to provide the means for a necessary 

platform or machinery.    Efforts in this field are undertaken by UNIDO 

at a clofcal, regional and country level.    Activities cover the areas of 

research, promotion of co-operation and technical assistance at various 

levels. 

UNIDO possesses technical capacity for supporting the development of 

consultancy, in the field of research and publications as well as in 

operational activities.    It alno disposes of mechanisms to  foster 

co-operation and contacts.    A special orfanizational unit existo for 

co-operation amone developing countries, and another for co-operation 
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with non-governmental organisations.    Fürther, UNIH) dispose of a 

network of Industrial Field Adviaera, who support operational 

activities as well aß foater other pro grannies. 

Varioua ways exist to develop consultancy capacity in devsloping 

countries through technical assistance.    The moat oomaon case ii dirsct 

aaaiatance at country level in the for« of an individualized project to 

eotabliah or atrengthen consultancy aervicea.    Such projects traditionally 

include proviaion of expertise and of fellowahipa. 

Beaidea the aforementioned traditional type of aaaiatance project, 

new approaches in aasiatance are being applied.    Thia is possible thimi* 

incluaion into the project of varioua elementa which permit an elaatioity 

of approach auch as otudy tours, contacta, pairing arrangement, ad hoc 

advisory service, etc.    The projects can include financing of auoh 

elements (travel, etc.) but also of the advioory and promotion«] element 

for devising and achieving such objectives. 

Technical asaistancn can also be used to strengthen directly the 

operational and technical capacity in opeeific operationa.    So for instano« 

if a local tram of consultants could undertake a specific study but lacks 

experienc* in a certain vrry specialised arra,  auch expertise could Off 

provided throutfi Whnioal asoistance,  either as a Bpecial project or by 

drawinp from the rrsources of an established technical  assistance project. 

It in to be notfd that nur* approach not only provides for technioal 

solutions, but also 3tr*nrfhena th* mark*tinp impact of developing count ri as« 

consultanny n*rvWn.    It  is «l«n to be noted that such approach ahould 

alno bo poaoiblr throutfi international   no-operation under such arrangements 
aa pairing or n^tworkinf. 

Technical assistance of UN as an additional or complementary input 

toward« the d*voicoment of local consultancy presents in its claesical 

form one problem.    Technical acci »tarn* io provided at Governments request 

and in mont  instances to aati-fy direct Government needs.    Thua, it can 

harpm that when no Govrmment or semi-Government consultancy oervice exists, 
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no assistance will De requested or that such assistance »»ill be 
exclusively available to one service and not to the consultancy community 

of the country. 

Besides direct technical assistane a*  country level, assistance 

can also be provided to foster inter-country co-opsration in the fitld 

of development of consultancy.   This can be done by inelusion of an 

element of co-operation in any specialized project, but also through 

specifis co-operation projects it country level (financed from the 

countries' UNDP Country Programme), as well as through sub-regional, 

regional or interregional projects.    The last type of project is 

particularly suitable for promotion of co-operation and support to. it 

(either operational or institutional). 

Technical assistance in development of local consultancy Merits 

high priority.    This i3 so because such assistance has a number of 

built-in leverage elements v/hich help ensure a high output-to-input 

effectiveness ratio.    Such projects have a high multiplier effect, 

since while developing consultancy capability, direct benefits to industry 

are simultaneously provided.    Those projects also have a high component 

of building self-reliance as they enhance local technical problem solving 

capacity and are an effective way of upgrading skills. 

Por the befo «mentioned reasons such projects also present certain 

difficulties in formulation for maximum effectiveness.    Here the 

particular conditions and objectives are to be examined in great detail 

so that original and imaginative ways of using and combining technical 

assistance inputs can bp conceived.    As an example, an integrated inter- 

sectoral programme of technical assistance can include a sub-program»« 

for the building of consultancy. 

In particular cases, special concepts of project should be developed. 

Such is the case for instance of LIE establishing as special support 

regional projects providing- for a common pool of expertise. 

* 
i . 
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Yarious other formulas can be examined and applied whenever 

ooavenlent.   For instance, an exohaage of project personnel - bètte 

national and international - among eint lar project« of teohnioal 

aaaietano» oould be conni'iT'vi.    Ano+her arrrr5arh *n planning teohnioal 

assistance oould be to «établieh a reserve in the global IFF figure 

for the development and support of co-operation among developing oountriee 

in the field of   industrial consultancy. 

TIM—i riling assistance oan be provided at country level to build 

up and strengthen the national consultancy services,    tech assistance 

would provide expertise, possibilities of training, operational 

strengthening and also research.    Projects can be designed in such a 

fashion that they combine various inputs, which permit elastioity of 

notion and alternative solutions at one or the other stage of action. 

The assistance at country level can include a provision for international 

eo-operation (particularly with other developing oountriee) through 

financing of travel, exchange of experienoe, etc. 

Beeide», there is a wide ooope for UNIDO to assist through sub- 

regional, regional or Interregional projects.   These may involve the 
mobilisation of oo-operation, supporting the oo-opemtion itself and also 

providing the substantive and technical backing to action» resulting 

from the operational co-operation. 
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This paper h«« bean prepared to serva as * basi« for 

disouasion.    It attempts to identify SOM of the «tin IMVMI 

oonoerning industrial consultancy in developing oountries. 

Rather than proposing definitive aolutiona direotly, it, aim 

at stimulating the formulation of practical «eacure8 to be 

taken by Govarwaents, consulting institutions, and UNIDO, 

> v- 
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1.      INDUSTRIAL COIfSULTAWCY HAS GREAT POTPTTIAL POR MATIOMAL PEVUIOUBB 

the activities and profession« related to development, industrial 
ooasultanoy plays a orucial role.   The basic function of consultancy is to 

proride skills or capacity not otherwise available to a client.   There is 

no question that great need for such a servio« exists in leve loping countries. 

lut the siaple view of oonsultanoy in developing countries as a suppleaeat 

to existing skills should be replaced by a broader, more dynamic oonoept 

of its possibilities and role.   Th« broader oonoept also includes the de- 

velopaent of skills, both within th« oonsultanoy tsaa itself, and out • i de it. 

Tau« oonsultanoy can strongly complement th« overall prooess of skills 

development, particularly in ar«as where existing formal training approaohee 
are Inadequate or take too long. 

Another area where consultancy has an iaportant rol« in developing 

count ri«« is in producing local «oint ion« for problem« and developing local 

problea-eolving capacity.   This lap liei the oreation of local self-relianoe 

for transferring, adapting and developing teohnology, i.a. 

As iadioated above, oonsultanoy in developing countries has a wider 

field of action than in the industrialised oountrie«.   Further, th« oonditloaa 
under which consultancy operate« in developing oountrie« - cultural and 

teohnioal, to nan* only two - are bacioally different fro« thoM in th« 
industrialised oountrie«. 

Sino« the area of activity and the operating oondition« are different 

froa those in the industrialised oountrie«, aethodology, approaohee and 

procedures oannot always be transferred without extensive Modification. 

Hone« there 1« a need for "appropriate ooneultanoy'* and for local reeearoh 
and experience in «stani ishing such oonoept s. 

Considerable benefit could be derived fron the exp«ri«no« son« 

developing oountrie« have gained in building national consultancy servioeo 

whioh are truly adapted to local oondition«.   Detailed examination would 

provide valuable data on action« whioh could be ooneidered in other oountrie«. 

Increased «aphasie Mede to be given to transferring and adapting the 
"technology" of oonsultanoy. 



1.1    The Hole of Industrial   Consultancy:    Potential versue Realisation 

The  role of industrial  consultancy in skill» development,,  an well 

as in produeinp direct, near  term economic benefit, deserves heavy stress. 

Kor example  it may be stated  confidently that members of the consultancy - 

assuming it   is competently   led - develop ski! It; and self-confidence at an 

accelerated rate through constant diagnostic and problem-sol vi np exposure. 

Their personal  effectiveness!  dove lops rapidly.    One  testimony to the 

validity of thin observation  in the  high rate at which ntaff of consultancy 

serviced are offered attractive positions in induntry. 

'<'hun,  the practice of connuttancy ir. also a kind of intensive 

on-the- job trnininp.     formal   training in technical  and managerial  subjects 

in undoubtedly a pood preparation.     But there can be no substitute for 

direct  probi em-no Ivinp experience  in building the  self-confidence which io 

indi«pensable  to an executive or to any profermi onal. 

Nearly   identica!   rear.oninp applies  to  the  plant-level   procens by which 

client  executive» are aided   in fit. renchéri! np their own on-the-job performance 

throuprh  the conduct of the  consultancy asritfnmcnta.    '^hus,  the  services of 

consultants ununlly  include a training component automatically.    This 

component should be made intentionally ntr >nper when the  consultancy is 

carried  out   in developing countries. 

Ben ides   the reason:;  for  the existence  of national  consultancy cited 

above,  wo may alno note the  hiph cost and foreign currency drains associated 

with  the  um.  of overseas consultancy  servicer.. 

Kurth» r,   the  recommandai ion» emanai, inp from foreign consultants   inmost 

instance:*, are  baned on  Hie ir onn  I < ehnoIopJrH and equipment, disrepardinp 

local   riolut.ionr. or pomsibi I itien of supply,  thus enlarging the  hard currency 

drain  through   further  importi?,  and   limited   local   contributions. 

While anal.V7.inp  the  potential   benefits of local  consultancy serviocs, 

we should alno  indicate that  realization is far from reaching desired levels 

inmost  countries.    Some  international  firms have entablished numerous 

affiliates.    Hont are ordinal ly based on accountancy practices,  but arc now 



expanding their scopes broadly  in accordance with atrong market demands. 

Their standards am; approaches are oí' course influenced by thsir origins, 

although the  formal structure of affiliates often gives at  least an 

appearance of independent status to meet  local laws and préférences.    The 

small  local f irmB,  in many ca~ec, arc inadequately equipped to provide a 

desirable range of servicer- or to *»B',ablish strong crediti 1 ity.    in eon« 

oases national service« and/or independent private firma have built up 

admirable strength and/Credibility, but many athers are relativel/ new 
and are yet unproven.- 

1«2    Issues:    Developing Local Approaches and Inter-Country   Co-operation 

AB suggested above, tailoring consultancy, structures and methods 

to local conditions is the main key to obtaining available benefits. 

Consequently, this is the ba3ic topic for consideration, and since local 

resources and needs are unlikely to be closely matched,  it  is attractive 

to consider the possibility of supplements from outside.     Altogether, these 

mattem demand a high degree  of creativity and great sensitivity to local 

socio-cultural characteristics. 

Since these questions are co complex, this paper breaks the subject 

into six "issues" to facilitate discussion: 

- Scope  of Industrial Consultancy 

- Policy Considerations 

- Institutional  Framework 

- Internal Management 

- National Programmes 

- International Co-operation 

These six issues are considered separately in the following section. 

2.      mKE SCOPE OP TJTOIBTRTAI. CONSULTANCY 

Tt  is clear that industrial problems are often intafunctional, or multi- 

disciplinary.    Thus,  in order to achieve tho desired impact, consultancy 

services must   include managerial, economic and technical elements aa needed. 

\J   One possible approach to creating *n operational consultancy servio« is 
desoribed in UNTDC/TOD. 1Í4, Development of National Industrial Consultancy 
Servio*!.!        i   Phscai)   D*w\ ——1>—«•> Servicebt    A Phased Programme. 
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A distinction  in sometimes made between general consultancy (concerned 

with auoh issues as management,  organisation, efficiency, etc.) and specia- 

lised or engineering consultancy.    The distinction ìB valid in that 

dfcff* ronces do exiBi,  in the way of organization, operation,  inputs, otc, 

between the two type« mentioned.    But,  such differences  in developing countries 

»ay be smaller than in the industrialized ones.    On one hand the use of 

very sophisticated technology in deve]oping countries  is more   limited in 

demand;    and on the other hand, concern with overall effectiveness at the 

enterprise  level   is more frequent. 

It  is  presumed that  nonsuiting services will be rendered upon request, 

mainly to enterprise^ Government agencies and public institutions concerned 

with industrial development.    Kor these  clients, two principal groupa of 

consulting requirement?; have been identified:     (1) pre-invest ment activities 

and  (?) operation.il assistance.     Pre-investment  activities involve the entire 

process of identifying,  defining, evaluating,  promoting and organizing an 

industrial  project  up to the point where  financing is assured  and the decision 

in made to go ahead with  implementation.    Operational assistance covers design 

acquisition,  installation, and ntart-up of the plant;     ensuring that  operation 

of the enterprise meets commercial and  technical  objectives;     and (possibly 

later) expansion ani diversification.     Tt  also coverD supporting activities 

related to transfer and development of  technology, standards  institutes, etc 

An illustrative although not comprehensive list of consultancy services 

which may be conividercd  is au follows: 

Pre-invoBtment 

Either directly, or in association with other local and/or foreign 

organ i zat ione., pre pare : 

- 'Pechno-cconomic studies (project, branch or sector level) 

- Pre-feasibility and feasibility studies 

- Market,   locational and other specialized studies 

- Pro/ject  profiles 

- Technological, economic, commercial and financial 

evaluation of projects 

- f'erms of reference, invitations for tenders 

- «valuation of bidn, or of contractors» work 
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Project Implementation 

For implement at ion of industrial investment projects, assist im 

- Choice of technology and equipment select.ion 

- Equipment specifications, tendering, bid «valuation, 

and contracting 

- Negotiation of agreements (financial, commercial, 

management, technology, know-how 

- Scheduling, monitoring, and control of project implementation 

- Plant deaigr. and layout 

- Detailed engineering — 

- Installation,  start-up and acceptance 

- Design and implementation of management, production and 

marketing systems 

- Construction supervision -> 

Operation and Control of Existing Activities 

Por operating enterprises and for supporting institutions, undertake! 

- Technical and management troubleshooting 

- Upgrading of plant and corporate level management 

- Increase in operating efficiency 

- Quality control and maintenance systems 

- Production planning and control 

- Cost control,  cost reduction 

- Production flow and materials handling 

- Capacity utilization improvement 

- Product design and product development 

- Sales systems, product  line planning, pricing 

- Raw material supply,  including "backwards integration" 

- Inventory control 

- Expansion programmes, diversification 

- Set-up management information and control systems 

(for production and budgeting, efficiency, other 

performance indicators 

- Development of production for Export 
- Subcontracting programmes 

j/   This complex ta3k will require skills not  likely to be available at the 
earliest stages. 

•fa 



Project Management Systems 

- For non-manufacturin/r institutions related to industrial i »at i on 

(such a3 R ani 0 and standards  institutions J assit in streamlining 

internal programming and monitoring systems to help increase 

desired output  and eventual  application of    results.—' 

- Por Government departments assist in establishing systems 

related to exercise of their statutory functions (e.g. management 

and technology transfer, control of foreign exchange, price regulation) 

- Establishment of project identification and implementation machinery 

Consultancy Network 

- Assist in creating or strengthening other indigenous industrial 

consultancy entities, with a view, inter alia, to the eventual 

development of a national network of co-operating units.    Links 

with corresponding units in other countries, both developing and 

industrialized, may al30 be considered. 

Special Skills 

Over a period of time, develop special expertise in priority areas 

to be determined,    '^heae might  include: 

- Industrial sectors such as metal mechanicr- and agricultural 

inputs 

- Selected disciplines such as R and I) management, financial 

management, engineering design and construction liaison 

3.      NATIONAL POLTCY AWT; INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY 

Although each Government has different needs and priorities, national 

industrial development policy objectivco are likely to include many, if 

not ail« of the following concepts: 

- More jobs and better incone distribution 

- More local "value added" 

- Increased production for export 

y   Please see Managing Technical Institutions for Industrialist ion 
IINIDO/IOD.116, 1977 
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« Lese foreign exchange outflow 

- Acquisition of technology, management, finance and 

know-how on improved terms 

- Effective utilization of existing industrial capaoity 

- Lean dependence on outside skills 

- Leapfrogging development of local management 

and technical personnel 

- Stimulation of local entrepreneurship 

- Integration of the national economyi 

both within the industrial  lector and through 

linkages with agriculture, and infrastructure 

- Geographical dispersion of industry 

• Enhancement and application of local it and results 

- Less environmental damage (or even positive enhancement, 

especially in social and technological aspeots) 

The objectives are usually clear, but their attainment is a oomplex 

process.      While in the industrialized free market eoonomy oountries the 

Governments traditionally played a passive role, the efforts of Government« 

in developing countries to accelerated development are much more motive. 

This activo role requires a stronger concentrât ion of teohnioal and teohno- 

logioal skills in the Government concerned or at its eervioe.   But for historial 

reasons, public administration in developing oountries is usually oriented toward* 

financial and economic matters.    The "technical arm" needed to carry out 

industrialisation programmes is often weak. 

Gincc the need for ouch »kills is multiplying aa industrial development 

progresses and as technological   levels inore ase, the use of consultancy 

services - both domestic and foreign - has grown rapidly.    And Governments 

have a tremendous stake in ensuring that the national interest, aa embodie 

in tho list of policy objectives given above, is fully rsflectsd in the 

procedures and professional judgements applied by their consultants. 

Clearly local, eapecially national, consultancy services are best able 

to take account of local aspirations, conditions and possibilities.    But it may be 

noted that even in fairly advanced countries, there ia little understanding 

of how policy objectives can be advanood through thla approach. 



Depending upon, the institutional arrangement s, a consultancy 

service is  likely to be able to exert considerable leverage towards 

attainment   of national industrial development policy objectives.    Since 

the service by its nature   influences a number of industries, its 

operating policies and practices potentially have a larpe multiplier 

effect.   The effect arises both from the selection of clients and projeota, 

and from the way in which assignments are carried out.    If for example 

the design of industrial  investment projects were consistently guided 

by a policy of "local involvement" - with all that that entails - the 

pattern of industrialization would be substantially different from that 

which would result from a policy based on pure financial considerations.^ 

A policy emphasizing development of production for export could have 

similarly fax-reaching effects.    And these are only two examples.    Others 

could involrve enhancement  and application of local H and D results, 

geographical dispersion of industry, encouragement of local entrepreneur- 
ship, etc. 

4.      THE INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK 

Governments have an• opportunity to influence the legal and organi- 

zational form in which national consultancy services develop.    As a 

quick review a number of common forms are summarized below: 

- Independent fins, commercial or state-owned 

- Subsidiary or affiliate: of an international 

consultancy firm 

- A specialized division or subsidiary of a finance 

institution or of a manufacturing firm (public of private) 

- A service provided directly by an industrial operations 

department of a ministry of industry 

- One function of an industrial promotion centre, 

usually attached to a Government Ministry 

- A division of a training or applied research institution 

- A function of a specialized industry support centre 

(e.g. a standards institute or a metal industries 

development centre) 

\J   Please see "Sources and Application of Economic Leverage for the 
Development and Implementation of Industrial Investment Proieeta". 
UNIDO/IOD.176, 1978 * 



- A service of the engineering or business faculty of 

a university« sometimes incorporated as a semi-autonomous 

body, and sometimes associated with contraot 3 and Ü. 

- A service of an industry related association, such as 

an association of manufacturers or a chamber of commerce 

and industry. 

- A service of an export promotion board or similar body 

- A service or division of a holding company for its 

affiliated enterprises. 

Numerically, the first category is undoubtedly the largest on a 

global basic;    but the greatest proportion of the independent firms are 

small and relatively unproven.    Furthermore, as mentioned in section 1.1, 

a great many of the services nominally offered under the other headings 

are still in their infancy, as measured by the quantity and quality of 

their output. 

Tn industrialized countries the consultancy firms draw on expertise 

from the overall professional  community, as the community  is sufficiently 

wide and provides good choice.     Tn developing countries thin is not always 

or fully possible, and an alternative solution should be considered.    Such 

a solution could consist  in pooling at the country  level the efforts not 

only of individualo but also of particular inatitutions such as universitiei 

and research cen'rec.     Such a solution not only provides for institutional 

strengtht-ninp of consultancy,  but aleo the npht training at an early 

professional  sta^;.    iiuch an approach can alr.o provide good results within 

a scheme of international  co-operation, particularly if a policy of 

»^penalization ir> established,  either by areae of activity or by necessary 

funetiona such as training, research, etc. 

Creating a "critical maße" of ski lis-'   in ord«*r to offer a credible 

and profesnionally competent  consultancy service is likely to be a severe 

problem in many countries.    Besides the institutional approach described 

earlier,  in many cases it may be useful to establish a panel of asrociated 

consultants whose primary institutional affiliations are elsewhere. 

1/   Please refer for example, to "Activating the Potential of Universitie« 
for Industrial Development", UNTDO/10D.I50, 1978. 
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Examples of «killed people who mi3ht be worthwhile members of auch 

a panel are university professors and staff members of management 

institutes and research and development centres. 

In addition to the possible neoesnity for Buch an approach above 

mentioned to extend the number and range of consultants available to 

the service, there is a furtVi , very importât advantage. We may 

refer to the effect as "dynamic interaction". Through the pooling 

arrangement, Btaff of vanoua intitutione are brought into direct 

contact with officers of induct rial enterprise»» and with each other, 

in a relatively informal problem-solving environment. This stimulate« 

the interchange of practical information, increasing opportunities 

for solutions to be discovered. Motivation and productivity of all 

involved are likely to be enhanced and the effects may endure beyond 

the conclusion of a specific asBignment. 

It io to be noted that local consultants, needing technological 

or operational support many times revert to big international firms, 

instead of mobilitine resources locally. Tn spite of the need to 

develop national consultancy capacity, local consultancy normally 

operates in an adverne ambiance, as a lack of confidence exists, even 

at central level. Yet clearly, a basic condition for successful 

development of local consultancy is a minimum of confidence, and her« 

the flovernment can play an important role, establishing such confi de not. 

Tt is useful to highlight the effortu of many Governments of 

developing countries in promoting tho creation and establishment of 

local consultancy services, often as a semi-autonomous governmental 

institution. However, in many capes the results have not been fully 

satisfactory. One principal problem: being a Government (or semi- 

no verraient ) nervine the younr consultants are subject to Government 

salaries, which are lower than thost; prevailing in the consultancy 

profession. Once I hey acquire the necescary experience, they are offered 

much better salaries by international consultancy firms and most of the 

developing countries' effort is wasted. Thua it becomes important that 

Government sponsored consultancy services have a sufficient degree of 

independence to permit attractive salaries and positions. 
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Busida« Governami efforts to ornate or to strengthen local 

consultancy, *"d the efforts of the eonauHanny l tuo If, another 

interesting approach could be applied in developing countrien.    Such 

an «pproaoh consista in a group of manufacturing enterpriseo cresting 

its own consultancy rwrvice.    Thin Mould have various advantages both 

for the enterpr inerì of the pool and for the eonnultancy servie«   ttnelf. 

The entcrpriricB could uhi ft a nusiber of problème or activitien which 

unduly absorb their effort» to the  connultancy uervioe.    *"he consultancy 

nervioo, beoautte of the widor operational banc, could cope with moru 

complicated problemi!, undertakinr alno nuch tasks as trnininr of the 

staff of the entrrprioen, BIR.    Obviously thin solution 1B only possible 

where no conflicting eomm< reial   In»ereiihi«, oitiiti. or where a joint effort 
outmatohe« such a dinadvantage.    The oonsuitanoy service established under 

suoh conditions could cover various* field or be specialised in sos» parti- 

oular area.    A clannical example of the  latter would be a joint consultancy 
service  for export  intfunfricM. 

another form for iitren/'tbeninr the operational effect i venosii an<l 

potential of conmiltant» in throtigh the creation of co-oporatives in 

consultancy.    The co-ope rat. i vu i; can bo ei-tablished in various ways. 

The simplest io through a direct association of various consultants. 

Another is through the establishment of a joint marketing and salen 

organisation or unit.    The  latter could function alternatively an a 

.lOintly owned servier bureau, whone eipenneu would be apportioned on 

uome equitable barin. 

,\ 
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5.      INTERNAL MANAGEMENT OF CONSULTANCY 3ERVICKS 

Besides the need for a national concept of consultancy, there is 

also, the nerd for suitable methodologies and strategies of operation and 

of organization at the service level.    Pattemg of consultancy operations 

developed in industrialized countries; (just as with technologies) are not 

al way8 readily transferable or adaptable.  For example, the organisational 

scheme of a consultancy service in a developing country has to be 

different as it can not <h-aw on practically unlimited skill available 

outside.    This could imply a need for specialization, or the seeking of 

additional  sources of skills. 

Similarly a market study conducted according to methods and strategies 

of an industrialized country might be of little u;je to a manufacturer in a 

developing country.    Por instance, the product parameters identified might 

be beyond the production possibility.    A local  consultancy service should 

be in a position to avoid such an outcome from the outset.    Techniques such 

as budget ine or accounting should also be adapted to the local potentials 

and not based on idealistic assumptions.    Much the same applies to questions 

such as organization of the enternrise, production, etc. 

To identify sound arproiohe:;, ¡-.trate^y an! methodology in this context, 

much research and development w>rk in nr-edrd.    This recuires a aerious 

effort by the consultine;/   -*»rv; ^e v;M<-h ir, nit  li ree*1y or immediately 

productive.     Such effort can hardly b*w undertaken at an individual fir« 

level as it  absorbs in most cases too many resources.    On the other hand 

some experience is available outside, or investigation of 3uch issues could 

also be undertaken outside.    The following case illustrates the point. 

In one African country a" consultancy team is developing industrial 

accountancy systems and staff in state-operated industries.    An 

ingenious scheme has put a number of teams of relatively young 

local consultants to work in separate plants simultaneously, with 

frequent brief supervisory visits by senior advisors.    The client 

companies' personnel are trained in a "modular ski lis" approach 

which aakes them productive for standardized tasks in the minimum 
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ti««.    In another country the work is dono one-enterpriae-at- 

a-time.    Although the first method seems more efficient at a 

di at ance, it ìB difficult to ascertain "ex ante" whether it is 

tran»férable to the second country, or whether it will work for 

production control, say, as well as for accountancy. 

A« suggested by the above, a number of practical questioni arises 

in the course of consultancy operations » 

How to obtain maximum leverage from the use of the most effeotive 

standards. 

Standards to be applied in executing consultancy projects» especially 

the degree of perfection or level of detail to be sought ("gold 

plated" vs. a low-co:rt approach). 

A commercial approach designed to secure maximum revenue from a 

client vs. the alternative of seeking maximum impact from the 

allocation of scarce 3kills. 

The degree to which the consultancy service assists with implementation 

of its recommendations. 

The survey approach to diagnosis versus a pinpoint or rifle shot 

approach. 

The "rate of chance" which can be embodied in recommendations 

without  exceeding realisti cal ly attainable norms. 

Thr means of allocating connultancy resources and conducting 

aosicnmenta in accordance with national policy objectives. 

h)     Methods of controlling cost, schedule an J quality of work. 

i;     Means of developing professional competence in the consultancy staff. 

It  ir, certain that valuable know-how on each of these point3 exists 

among the various consultancy services.    The beat solutions mif^it be 

adapted to the needs of other countries if 3uch experiences were more 

readily available for "transfer". 

4 
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6.      NATIONAL PROGRAMMES TOR THF DFVELOBIHIT OP INDUSTRIAL CONSULTANCY 

Mont Governments are already concerned with promoting, guiding, or 

directly p*rticlpatinp in the development of industrial consultancy 

capability an an important n'jMo-al  re murr, f.    The  fo1 lowing few oases 

illustrate thr diversity of ne isurro beinf unirrtakrm. 

- An African country has established a sprrialiaed parastatal 

company to provi <ir a broad rane«» of oonsultanoy servi ces aa a 

"main ¡stream" element of its industrial i z-it ion programme. 

- In an Asian country which has experienced rapid export-orient ed 

industrialization for ¿x\ years, the Government  la determined to 

re-examine ito  past  reliance on outuidr partners for managerial 

and trohnolofical   decision-making.    The present  plan, aa a fi rot 

ßtep,  is to hold an international  symposium to  identify "promising" 

elements from the approaches practised by several  major indu at ri milted 

countries, and a number of thr more advanced developing countries. 

Pventually a truly national anproach will be evolved.    The result 

will be put into  practice through training: and consultancy. 

- The national  development corporation in a Latin American country 

ia consider!np how beet to organize consultancy services to its 

affiliated  enterprise, many of which are having difficulties in 

meeting loan  repayment iioberiulea. 

- With active (ïovernment nurport, a Middle Kantern university is 

aettinr up a consultancy servine which will specialise in improving 

the termo under which technolopy and management transfers take place. 

,Aa outlined  earlier, there ia a need to develop a national concept 

in consultancy and a programme tn put the concept  into effect.    The 

concept should be baued on two  factors»    l) a judgement as to the beat 

role oonuultuncy can potentially play in the development of the country} 

»nil ¿) on analysis of the present capabilities and contribution of the 

local oonnultancy service, compared with an assessment of the needs. 
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The programme, ideally, is desi&ied to bring the actual oonsultanoy 

contribution into line with its potential. 

In developing the nation* concept, both direct and secondary 

effeots of an extended national consultancy may be taken into aooount. 

While assessing the possible mir of oonsultanoy, such aspects M 

limited industrial tradition, ehorta/re of capital, etc, should be 
taken into account.    Also, factors such as a preference for joint 

ventures, or a disposition toward» co-operatives should be considered, 

sinoe these determine crrtain utructures for the organisation of production. 

Wie natural resource endowment    (fibres, minerals,  energy, etc) is 

another factor contributing towards a clearer definition of areas of 

priority of development of consultancy.   Filially, a key faotor for 

defining areas for priority development of consultancy is the possibility 

of developing a oomparativr« advantage of production in a certain field* 

Comparative advantage, in this respect, is not only to be considered 

in terms of cost advantage in the inputs, but also in such intangibles 

as design, marketing ability, ote, that is to say the competitiveness 

of the end-product. 

The ocnc«»pt, one» defined, provider? guidance towards selecting 

measures to achieve the objectives.    The priorities of the country, 

defined in most instances at crntral levi, will determine fields of 

major denund for consultancy oervir.es.    The potential demand of 

consultancy defineo the rrquii-od inputs of the uervi ;P itjelf, thus 

also establishing the mode of organization and of operation.    This in 

turn permits the introduction of measures to strengthen and mobilise 

the servi oes.    Thus the (Jovernment oan promote research, co-operation 

and overall strengthening of consultancy capability in areas of interest 

to the country.    Some examples of specific measures which oan be taken 

by Governments (or in many oaoes by national institutions such as 

development corporation», R and I» institutes, universities and consultancy 

firms themselves,i.a.) are tbo following! 

- The Government can increasingly rely on local consultancy services, 

providing if necessary additional or complementary inputs.    This 

would help to eliminate any lack of confidence in local consultants 

while directly building up their capabilities and self-oonfldenoe. 

!     : 

k~ 
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- When a project cannot be carried out entirely by local 3kills, 

an acceptable involvement of local expertise may nevertheless 

be brought about, through asking international  firms to propose 

joint ventures with local  firms or by arrangine for local 

personnel to participate as  temporary staff members of the 

overseas consulting firm.    This approach should have desirable 

training and technology transfer effects. 

- A further policy of the state in developing consultancy can be in 

•upperting or otherwise facilitating local market development 

and bidding activities.    This, particularly for complex projects, 

is an expensive itpmj and many local consultants lack adequate 

resources.    A further contribution could consist in programmes of 
trainine. 

• International co-operation, particularly amone developing countries, 

can help accelerate the development of country-level consultancy. 

Hence, although it might 3ound contradictory, another policy of 

Government should precisely be the promotion of international 

oo-operation, as outlined in the next section of this paper. 

• The principle of complementary specialization may help to strengthen 

the overall range of services available from several institutions 

in a country (or including additional countries in a co-operating 
network). 

In caser, where existing structures are judged to require supplementing, 

a new service can be established.   Considerable experience can be 

•ade available to countries wishing to explore options in this area. 

Similarly, national networks of consultancy    orvices can be set up 

or strengthened, to aid in pooling consultancy expertise and "cross- 

fertili ai ng" existing skills. 
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The above few pointa ouf/test ways to ungrade and strength«» the 

national consultancy arivi ces to increase their contribution to 

development.    Considerine   the multiplier effect of consultancy, the 

effort is considered wrthwhile.    The rentrai  issue is how such an 

effort  can become moat effective.    A3 a guideline it  ia sutfeested that 

the national programme be desipaod to make maximum uae of existing 

consultancy capabilities and structures. 

7.      STRENGTHENING SELF-RELIANCE THROUGH INTltt-COWTRY CO-OPERATION 

"M    The Case for Co-operation in Consultancy 

The benefits of co-operation amone developing countries in the 

field of consultancy can be readily seen.    They are primarily    two! 

1) The reduction of cost through joint actions, such as joint research 

or training programmes, and 2) the increase 0f experience on hand throu^i 

exchanging or pooling expertise, which alloiw an increase of area and 

possibilities of action. ¿1     Thus, co-operation nennits the mobilization 

of resources for project development (marketing) and implementation. 

And while co-onrration with organizations in industrialized countries is 

often useful, it is increasingly advantageous to emphasize co-operation 
among developing countries themcelves. 

The basic patterns of consultancy,  even in industrialized countries, 

have a built-in component of co-operation.    Ceneraily speaking a 

consultancy orcwization ir, constituted by a central nucleus either of 

a staff (usually rencralista) or of skills, or of knowledge of a technology 

or proceas.    Each of these central  elements however ia not operative on its 

own and needs a complement  from outside.    This aspect  (i.e. how much they 

rely on outside) i* normally a well guarded secret of the consultancy fir«. 

¿1     In many developing countries the existing consultancy organizations 

consist of only a few associates.    Those consultants, in most oases 

first class socialists returning from assignments with big consultancy 

organizations from industrialised countri es, can nonetheless because 

of the limited resources, cover only a limited part of the demand, 

dealing usually with very renerai oroblems.    They are not usually in 

a position to conceive o ri final, comprehensive solutions. 
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The baa le nuoleua IB ueually complemented by two other factors.   One 

of them la a good knowledge of eouroee and market of aldilà (reatara 

of experts) who are hired on a project-by-project basia.   The othar 

factoi» is a wall worked out philosophy, methodology and technology of 

acting, which facilitates greatly the projeot operation and implementation. 

The question of why consultancy haa to rely on outside is simple to 

answer! it would be too costly and oomplex to have at any moment all the 
•kills, technology and processes on hand (or on the payroll). 

Co-operation in consultancy can be considered in two dimensions. 

Horizontal oo-operation implas enterprises of similar background, 

specialization and objectives, thus, enhancing aotions and enlarging 

experiences in the same area, such a3 plant design.    Vertical oo-operation 

implies enterprises specialising in different but complementary fielda, 

auch as design of plant and erection of plant.    While in the industrialised 

countries oo-operation in the first case consists mainly of defense of 

professional interests, in the second it consists mainly of straight 

forward joint ventures.    In developing count ri ee both cases are of a 

substantial importance, as in the first case it inoreases the potential 
of action and in the second the field whioh can be embraced. 

Th* oo-operation as ;,uoh, globally speaking, can also be considered 

in three areast the making of consultancy, the Belling of consultancy and 

the provision of consultmcy.    THf?er«nt approuclin, inputs and agreements 

and schemes are neceacary Tor oo-operation in each of tho3e areas, but a 

successful oo-operation in one of them opens the doors to the oo-operation 
in the others. 

It in al3o to be said that although co-operation in each area la 

clearly beneficial, the will to co-operate may not exist in all fields, mainly 

because of commercial interests.    This problem however does not seen vary 

aevere between developing count ri ee where through oo-operation new fielda 
of activity can be embraced. 
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One basis for co-or oratio a is the political t.lll of the countries 

and institutions to co -op e rate.-.    A second important asneot io the 

existence or the creation of a framework of co-operation and schemes of 

implementation.    Further, thr basis of any joint action is the availability 

of information and effective communications.    Here regional associations 

of consultancy can play a vital role. 

In spite of what has been said about the nerd of a truly national 

approach and concept of consultancy, and of the particular need of 

dcveloninft count ri en, co-op orati on t/ith consultancies from industrialized 

countries should not be excluded.    It i:j recopni-sed that through great 

specialization, particularly in the industrial field,  levels of technology 

and chills have been achieved in specialized are.'-.a, which would be too 

costly to develop worldwide.    The point ic, however, to make sure that 

co-operation with a partner from an industrial i ned country in   truly 

beneficial to the partner in the developing country.    In particular it 

3houl.i contribute towards the strengthening and not weakening of 

consultancy infrastructure in the developing country.    It  should also 

enhance the local »pacity    for developing technology.  (If necesaary, the 

position of consultants in developing countries r.hould be protected in 

this respect by appropriate national  legislation). 

7«2   Development of Co-operation in Consultancy 

The comments in previous chapters give a schematic view on the 

areas,  problems, ways and noedn of co-operation.    The complexity and 

variety of issue3 and approaches should not be an obstaole in pursuing 

stronger co-operation among developing countries with obvious advantages 

for the r>artie3 concerned. 

As pointed out, co-operation 3hould start at national level.    Suoh 

co-operation would conaist as far as development of consultancy is 

concerned in establishing links between the consultancy itself and 

institutions concerned (nuoh as institutes of R and 1), universities, 

associations) and mobilizing inputs.    The results of suoh co-operation 

would be joint trainine ami research programmes, and the pooling of 

operational and specialized capacity to arrive at joint ventures or other 

operational arrangements. 
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International co-operation should be oromoted by Government«, 

professional associations, institutions, regional grouping, „to. 

Each of the parties concerned oould    promote and establish cooperation 

in one or another area of Un apooialisation.    For stance an active 

Government co-operation can be conceived at the educational, training 

and research level.    (Particularly on regnal or sub-regional basis).. 

Profesional associations could contribute flatly in proline and 

«changing of skills, precesse«, etc.    Though such actions they could 

contribute towards a stronger marketing impact of the consultancy service. 

of -levelopinp countries.    Uhivernitiea can contribute through Joint 

development of bacio or specialized curricula« and through joint research 

programmes.    A creation of permanent linka in the areas of particular 

interest a»onr the institution involved would certainly enhance positive 
resulto. 

The concept of co-operation imrli«a not only the pooling of resources 

or undertaking a joint effort.    It, alao implies at leaat to a certain 

•I'CT" a /mcmphical or substantive specialization.    Such specialization 

in justifie« by „carnity of reuource8, but aleo by different patterns of 

requirement«,  demand :„.! «eeda of di lurent count ri na.    This io of 

particule importance in the cane of international co-operation. 

'V ni H er international   co-oreration requires , „umber of actione. 

In the Tirnt inotance it require:, motivation at three levels, inter- 

national,  national  and/or company enterprise i„Vrl.    Thif3 ln ^ 

inotannra,  where exultancy oervloe«  -lPn providpd by a ^^„^^ 

orP«i*ution, can be reduced to two  level,,  i.e. the international and 

the national  level.    A 3peCial case of posnible co-operation exists 

within regional  rmupinfls,  such aa the Andean Pact, A3EAN, and FOOWAS 

Another requirement for better co-operation is the availability 

of information neceanary to mobilize ^ mana/re auch co-operation. 

Althouf* there arr r.^onal „oociationn of oonoultanny,  which oould 

Play a vital role ln this field, their aims are not always homogeneous, 

.and resources not  efficient  for a world-wide undertaking of this kind. 

It in to be noted thai  referring to information, the „eM la Mt for 

on-time information, but for a continous flow, and not only on pre.ent 

situations;, but also on future needs,  projections, etc. 
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No doubt  pfrnan'rvt machinery is needed to handle the two issues 

mentioned DO  fur (moi-ivitior ani infornution).    ouch machinery would 

require certain characteristics such as of brine able to  reach the 

consultants,  profesional orvranizations, Governments and Institutions 

concerned.    Th* machinery shouici further have a cood under3tandinc of 

the i63Uea, as r^*jult3 will only be achieved if they are handled at 

technical  level and with technical competence. 

As to the realization of on operational aoheme, a number of guettions 

should be clarified, the basis beine: what aie the areas of priority 

and which are the boat v.iys of doinf it.    A:j to ureas, broadly speakinc 

it would seem that the basic insure are centred on how consultancy 

should be operationally organized and on the mechanism for supplementing 

or upcradinf skilln. 

7*3    Role of UNIX in the Development of Industrial Consultancy Servi cea 

As described be for», numerous actions to achieve accelerated develop- 

ment of industrial  consultancy in devcloning countries are possible. 

Appropriate ,TVU1S, actions, ways and means depend on policy decisions, 

local conditions, etc. 

The effort of the countries may be complemented efficiently and 

with a multiplier effect by outBide assistance or co-operation, or both. 

It is to be mentioned here that the issue is not simply one of adding 

financial means, but rather providing specialized inputs,  »»ither to 

directly support the effort or to provide the means for a necessary 

platform or machinery.    Efforts in this field are undertaken by UNIDO 

at a clofcal, regional and country level.    Activities cover the areas of 

research, promotion of co-operation and technical assistance at various 

levels. 

UNIDO possesses technical capacity for supporting the development of 

consultancy, in the field of research and publications as well as in 

operational activities.    It alno disposes of mechanisms to  foster 

co-operation and contacts.    A special orfanizational unit existo for 

co-operation amone developing countries, and another for co-operation 
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with non-governmental organisations.    Fürther, UNIH) dispose of a 

network of Industrial Field Adviaera, who support operational 

activities as well aß foater other pro grannies. 

Varioua ways exist to develop consultancy capacity in devsloping 

countries through technical assistance.    The moat oomaon case ii dirsct 

aaaiatance at country level in the for« of an individualized project to 

eotabliah or atrengthen consultancy aervicea.    Such projects traditionally 

include proviaion of expertise and of fellowahipa. 

Beaidea the aforementioned traditional type of aaaiatance project, 

new approaches in aasiatance are being applied.    Thia is possible thimi* 

incluaion into the project of varioua elementa which permit an elaatioity 

of approach auch as otudy tours, contacta, pairing arrangement, ad hoc 

advisory service, etc.    The projects can include financing of auoh 

elements (travel, etc.) but also of the advioory and promotion«] element 

for devising and achieving such objectives. 

Technical asaistancn can also be used to strengthen directly the 

operational and technical capacity in opeeific operationa.    So for instano« 

if a local tram of consultants could undertake a specific study but lacks 

experienc* in a certain vrry specialised arra,  auch expertise could Off 

provided throutfi Whnioal asoistance,  either as a Bpecial project or by 

drawinp from the rrsources of an established technical  assistance project. 

It in to be notfd that nur* approach not only provides for technioal 

solutions, but also 3tr*nrfhena th* mark*tinp impact of developing count ri as« 

consultanny n*rvWn.    It  is «l«n to be noted that such approach ahould 

alno bo poaoiblr throutfi international   no-operation under such arrangements 
aa pairing or n^tworkinf. 

Technical assistance of UN as an additional or complementary input 

toward« the d*voicoment of local consultancy presents in its claesical 

form one problem.    Technical acci »tarn* io provided at Governments request 

and in mont  instances to aati-fy direct Government needs.    Thua, it can 

harpm that when no Govrmment or semi-Government consultancy oervice exists, 
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no assistance will De requested or that such assistance »»ill be 
exclusively available to one service and not to the consultancy community 

of the country. 

Besides direct technical assistane a*  country level, assistance 

can also be provided to foster inter-country co-opsration in the fitld 

of development of consultancy.   This can be done by inelusion of an 

element of co-operation in any specialized project, but also through 

specifis co-operation projects it country level (financed from the 

countries' UNDP Country Programme), as well as through sub-regional, 

regional or interregional projects.    The last type of project is 

particularly suitable for promotion of co-operation and support to. it 

(either operational or institutional). 

Technical assistance in development of local consultancy Merits 

high priority.    This i3 so because such assistance has a number of 

built-in leverage elements v/hich help ensure a high output-to-input 

effectiveness ratio.    Such projects have a high multiplier effect, 

since while developing consultancy capability, direct benefits to industry 

are simultaneously provided.    Those projects also have a high component 

of building self-reliance as they enhance local technical problem solving 

capacity and are an effective way of upgrading skills. 

Por the befo «mentioned reasons such projects also present certain 

difficulties in formulation for maximum effectiveness.    Here the 

particular conditions and objectives are to be examined in great detail 

so that original and imaginative ways of using and combining technical 

assistance inputs can bp conceived.    As an example, an integrated inter- 

sectoral programme of technical assistance can include a sub-program»« 

for the building of consultancy. 

In particular cases, special concepts of project should be developed. 

Such is the case for instance of LIE establishing as special support 

regional projects providing- for a common pool of expertise. 

* 
i . 
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Yarious other formulas can be examined and applied whenever 

ooavenlent.   For instance, an exohaage of project personnel - bètte 

national and international - among eint lar project« of teohnioal 

aaaietano» oould be conni'iT'vi.    Ano+her arrrr5arh *n planning teohnioal 

assistance oould be to «établieh a reserve in the global IFF figure 

for the development and support of co-operation among developing oountriee 

in the field of   industrial consultancy. 

TIM—i riling assistance oan be provided at country level to build 

up and strengthen the national consultancy services,    tech assistance 

would provide expertise, possibilities of training, operational 

strengthening and also research.    Projects can be designed in such a 

fashion that they combine various inputs, which permit elastioity of 

notion and alternative solutions at one or the other stage of action. 

The assistance at country level can include a provision for international 

eo-operation (particularly with other developing oountriee) through 

financing of travel, exchange of experienoe, etc. 

Beeide», there is a wide ooope for UNIDO to assist through sub- 

regional, regional or Interregional projects.   These may involve the 
mobilisation of oo-operation, supporting the oo-opemtion itself and also 

providing the substantive and technical backing to action» resulting 

from the operational co-operation. 
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